I. FOREWORD:

This scientific research focuses on the Ancestral origin of J & K Saffron based on global level importance on saffron flower during author’s tour to the land of Kashmir from 10-6-2015 to 14-6-2015.

II. EXPERIENCING KASHMIR:

The land of J & K also alternatively known as “PARADISE ON THE EARTH” is a secular soil where people belong to various religions like Hindu, Buddhism, Christian, Islam, Sikh are living together. The existence of very old Sankaracharya temple at Zambavar mountain, Sun temple at Martland, ancient Church, Mosque are some of the example of flourishing of various religions on this land.

The Kashmir valley is flourished by river “JHELUM” (J-EZHEM) passing through Srinagar and enriching the land of PAKISTAN also without any discrimination. Further the “DAL LAKE” surrounded by four garden like Mughal garden, Shalimar garden gives additional beauty to Kashmir. Further the experience of Boat house, Shicharya ride on the Dal Lake, Gondola rope car leading to top range of Himalaya of snow glaciers (about 18000 feet above MSL) is marvelous.

From prehistoric geological evolution it is focused by the author that “J & K” shall be considered as the “Single large continent” consider exists with different genetic value (i.e.) state of continent before sunshine and after sunshine. “K” shall be considered as the “BLUE CONTINENT” (K-Nadu) before sunshine and “J” shall be considered as the “GREEN CONTINENT” (J-Nadu) after sunshine.
sunshine derived from “DARK CONTINENT” (Kandy) and “WHITE CONTINENT” mass from “MARS PLANET”. Hence the J & K land shall be called as “PARADISE ON THE EARTH”. All other global nations shall be considered as the J & K diversity during “TRIASSIC PERIOD” and three nuclear age.

It is further focused by the author that the J-CONTINENT shall be considered as the land of “FIRST SUNSHINE” on the “EARTH PLANET” and the J-population might have birth of first sunshine and birth of “SAFFRON FLOWER” on the land of “J-CONTINENT” (J-NADU). The author call these J-population as origin of DRAVIDIAN. DRAVIDIAN shall mean the human race born of “SUNSHINE” and having “BROWN SKIN COLOUR COMPLEXION”. The population lived in “K-CONTINENT” (K-NADU) shall be called as “Proto Indos” who shall be considered as “BLUISH BLACK POPULATIONS”. The Dark population shall be considered as belong to “PLASMA CONTINENT” (KANDY) descended from “WHITE CONTINENT” (Mars Planet). The three stigma of saffron flower might lead to Sivaism and worship of lord Shiva in Dravidian culture.
III. ABSTRACT

It is focused that the plant “SAFFRON” also called in Proto Indo Europe root as “KUNGUMA POO” is especially cultivated only in the land of “J & K” and in some places in “IRAN” and nowhere cultivated in other parts of global nations. What is the Specially of Saffron in the land of J & K?... It is globally believed that if “SAFFRON” is consumed in the beginning of “Trimester of Pregnancy” the baby born of will be colourful and beautiful. What is the Specially of J & K Saffron flower?...
It is further focused that in Taxonomy of Biological Science the “Plant Kingdom” is basically divided into two categories as (i) Flowering plants (ii) Non–Flowering plants.

- **Author**

This scientific research focus that “FLOWER” and “PLANT” shall be considered as distinguished classification. As such “SAFFRON” shall be considered as “FLOWER” rather than “PLANT” in the plant kingdom. Further “SAFFRON” shall be considered as new species to “JAFFRON” evolved in the land of “J-CONTINENT” due to impact of “FIRST SUNSHINE” on the earth planet (Say 1,00,000 years ago). The “SAFFRON” shall also be called as “DRAVIDIAN FLOWER”. SAFFRON shall be considered as SOUL of 2nd generation flowers. The philosophy of Jaffron shall be described as below. JAFFRON (JAMMU) shall mean “MOTHER OF FLOWER” and ancestral to “SAFFRON” (three stigma).

(i)

(ii)
This scientific research further focuses that the entire universe shall be considered created by “Supernatural Person” called by name by another as “RAMANUJAM” who considered created everything through his “MOTHER JANAKI” (SOUL). RAMANUJAM shall be considered as a “Supernatural Plant” and JANAKI shall be considered as “DIVINE FLOWER” (JAFFRON) and considered integral part of “PLANT”. The philosophy of “PLANT” (RAMANUJAM) and “FLOWER” (JANAKI) shall be distinguished as below. Various flowers of Tree, Herb, Shrub, Climber shall be considered as species to JAFFRON.
The philosophy of “JAFFRON” and “JAMMU” shall be defined within the following scope.

i) JAFFRON shall mean “WHITE LOTUS” (BUD)

ii) JAFFRON shall mean exist under “ENDOTHERMIC ENVIRONMENT”

iii) JAFFRON shall mean “MOTHER OF FLOWERS” (SOUL).

iv) JAMMU shall mean “WHITE LOTUS PETAL”

v) JAMMU shall mean exist under “EXOTHERMIC ENVIRONMENT”

vi) JAMMU shall mean “Three-in-one” petal

(i.e.) THREE-IN-ONE petal which consists of Billions of “TRISUL” (Gynoecium) having distinguished genetic value (Allele)

"JAFFRON" (Bud) shall mean exist due to impact of “J-RADIATION” “JAMMU” (petal) shall mean the state of flower exist due to impact of “SUN SHINE”. “JAFFRON” shall mean belong to “FLOWER FAMILY” rather than “PLANT FAMILY”. “SAFFRON” shall mean species to “JAFFRON”. No JAFFRON shall mean NO FLOWERS. NO JAFFRON shall mean no fruits. No JAFFRON shall mean no vegetables. “KEVA TEA” shall mean energetic Dravidian drink “KASAYAM” derived from “K” (K-NADU).

- Author

Philosophy of “PLANT” AND “FLOWER”?...

It is hypothesized that “PLANT” shall be considered like a pre existing “MEGA STAR” whose “SOUL” shall be considered like a source of “Creative Radiation” emanating billions of rays composed of three-in-one fundamental particles PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON responsible for varied genetic characteristics of Billions of “Flower species” from a single ancestral source say “ALLELE FAMILY”. Plant is like “SPIRIT”. Flower is like SOUL.

It is further focused that “JAFFRON” shall be considered as the mother of flowers composed of billions of Gynoecium (Trisul) having distinguished genetic value (Allele) as described.
1.0 Philosophy of “DARK LOTUS”?...
It is focused that thousands of mushrooms are spontaneously evolved during rainy season due to impact of “LIGHTNING” in darkness even without “Sun-light”. 
i) Mushroom is a Plant?...
ii) Mushroom is a Flower?...
iii) Mushroom is a Flowering plant?...

- Author

It is hypothesized that Mushroom (agaricus bisporous) shall be considered as species to “JAFFRON” (Alle-e) shall also be called by author as “DARK LOTUS” or “DIVINE FLOWER OF EARTH”. It is hypothesized that during “Plasma age” of expanding universe (say 3,00,000 years ago), the white lotus considered become Dark lotus. The dark lotus shall also be called by author as “KAFFRON” (KALAN). SAFFRON shall alternatively be called as “BROWN LOTUS”.

IV. CONCLUSION:

In Hindu mythology the Philosophy of Brahma, Rama, Krishna, Shiva shall be considered as the god of flowers of different generations in the expanding Universe as described below.

i) Brahma – God of White Lotus
ii) Rama – God of Dark Lotus
iii) Krishna – God of Blue Lotus (Kaffron)
iv) Shiva - God of Brown Lotus (Saffron)
v)
புத்தகக்கிரி
(Jaffron)
(WHITE LOTUS)

புத்தக்கிரி... புத்தக்கிரி அல்லாம்...

புத்தக்கிரி பதிப்புகள் முன்னெடுக்கிறது...

புத்தகக்கிரி பதிப்புகள்... புத்தகக்கிரி முன்னெடுக்கிறது...

புத்தகக்கிரி... புத்தகக்கிரி... (White Lotus)

புத்தகக்கிரி பதிப்புகளில் உள்ளார்...

புத்தகக்கிரி... புத்தகக்கிரி... புத்தகக்கிரி...

புத்தாண்டி (Ramanujam) பதிப்புகள்...

புத்தாண்டின் வாழ்க்கை என்ன (Soul)...

புத்தாண்டின் வாழ்க்கை என்ன (Divine flower)
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